Ocular following responses (OFRs) are the initial tracking eye movements that can be elicited at ultrashort latency by sudden motion of a textured pattern. A recent study used motion stimuli consisting of two large coextensive sine-wave gratings with the same orientation but different spatial frequency and moving in 1 = 4 -wavelength steps in the same or opposite directions: when the two gratings differed in contrast by more than about an octave then the one with the higher contrast completely dominated the OFR and the one with lower contrast lost its influence as though suppressed [Sheliga, B. M., Kodaka, Y., FitzGibbon, E. J., & Miles, F. A. (2006). Human ocular following initiated by competing image motions: Evidence for a winner-take-all mechanism. Vision Research, 46, 2041Research, 46, -2060. This winner-take-all (WTA) outcome was attributed to nonlinear interactions in the form of mutual inhibition between the mechanisms sensing the competing motions. In the present study, we recorded the initial horizontal OFRs to the horizontal motion of two vertical sine-wave gratings that differed in spatial frequency and were each confined to horizontal strips that extended the full width of our display (45°) but were only 1-2°high. The two gratings could be coextensive or separated by a vertical gap of up to 8°, and each underwent motion consisting of successive 1 = 4 -wavelength steps. Initial OFRs showed strong dependence on the relative contrasts of the competing gratings and when these were coextensive this dependence was always highly nonlinear (WTA), regardless of whether the two gratings moved in the same or opposite direction. When the two gratings moved in opposite directions the nonlinear interactions were purely local: with a vertical gap of 1°or more between the gratings OFRs approximated the linear sum of the responses to each grating alone. On the other hand, when the two gratings moved in the same direction the nonlinear interactions were more global: even with a gap of 8°-the largest separation tried-OFRs were still substantially less than predicted by the linear sum. When the motions were in the same direction, we postulate two nonlinear interactions: local mutual inhibition (resulting in WTA) and global divisive inhibition (resulting in normalization). Motion stimuli whose responses were totally suppressed by coextensive opponent motion of higher contrast were rendered invisible to normalization, suggesting that the local interactions responsible for the WTA behavior here occur at an earlier stage of neural processing than the global interactions responsible for normalization.
Introduction
Ocular following responses (OFRs) are the initial tracking eye movements that are elicited at ultra-short latency by sudden motion of a textured pattern: for review, see Miles (1998) . Recent findings indicate that the very earliest OFRs are mediated by motion detectors that are sensitive to 1st-order motion energy, as in the well-known energy model of motion analysis (Adelson & Bergen, 1985; van Santen & Sperling, 1985; Watson & Ahumada, 1985) . Thus, OFRs show clear reversal with ''1st-order reversephi motion", one of the hallmarks of an energy-based mechanism (Masson, Yang, & Miles, 2002) , and are very sensitive to the Fourier composition of the luminance modulations in the motion stimulus (Sheliga, Chen, FitzGibbon, & Miles, 2005) . One of the visual stimuli in this last study consisted of 1-D square-wave gratings lacking the fundamental-referred to as the missing fundamental (mf) stimulus-and motion was applied in discrete 1 = 4 -wavelength steps. The OFRs associated with this apparent-motion stimulus were always reversed, e.g., rightward steps resulted in leftward OFRs. The explanation advanced for the reversed direction of the OFR was that the underlying motion detectors do not sense the motion of the raw images (or their features) but rather a spatially filtered version of the images, so that the OFR depends critically on the Fourier composition of the spatial stimulus. In the frequency domain, a pure square wave is composed entirely of the odd harmonics (1st, 3rd, 5th, 7th, etc.,) with progressively decreasing amplitudes such that the amplitude of the ith harmonic is proportional to 1/i. Accordingly, the mf stimulus lacks the 1st harmonic and so is composed entirely of the higher odd harmonics, with the 3rd having the lowest spatial frequency and the largest amplitude. This means that when the mf stimulus shifts 1 = 4 of its (fundamental) wavelength, the largest Fourier component, the 3rd harmonic, shifts 3 = 4 of its wavelength in the same (forward) direction. However, a 3 = 4 -wavelength forward shift of a sine wave is exactly equivalent to a 1 = 4 -wavelength backward shift and, because the brain gives greatest weight to the nearest image matches (spatial aliasing), the OFRs are in the backward direction. In fact, when 1 = 4 -wavelength steps are applied to the mf stimulus, all of the 4n À 1 harmonics (where n is an integer), such as the 3rd, 7th, 11th, etc., will shift 1 = 4 of their wavelength in the backward direction whereas all of the 4n + 1 harmonics, such as the 5th, 9th, 13th, etc., will shift 1 = 4 of their wavelength in the forward direction. The magnitude and contrast dependence of the initial OFRs elicited by the mf stimulus generally approximated those of the OFRs elicited when the same steps were applied to a pure sine wave whose spatial frequency and contrast matched those of the 3rd harmonic, consistent with the idea that the observed responses depended mostly on this single most prominent harmonic (Sheliga et al., 2005) . Selectively altering the contrast of that 3rd harmonic of the mf stimulus indicated that its dominance resulted in part from nonlinear interactions between the neural mechanisms responding to the different harmonics.
Subsequent studies indicated that when the mf stimulus was reduced to just two competing harmonics, the 3rd and 5th, which shifted in opposite directions (termed ''the 3f5f stimulus"), the initial OFRs showed a nonlinear dependence on the relative contrast of those two sine waves (Sheliga, Kodaka, FitzGibbon, & Miles, 2006b) . Thus, when the two sine waves differed in contrast by more than about an octave then the one with the higher contrast completely dominated the OFRs and the one with lower contrast lost its influence as though suppressed: winner-take-all (WTA). Further, when the mf stimulus was reduced to the 3rd and 7th harmonics, which shifted in the same direction (termed ''the 3f7f stimulus"), the initial OFRs again showed strong dependence on the relative contrast of those harmonics and clear WTA behavior. These nonlinear interactions were attributed to mutual inhibition between the neural channels responding to the motions of the two sine waves.
The current study examined the spatial extent of these nonlinear interactions by determining the effect of spatially separating the competing motion stimuli. At first, it was not clear how to achieve this separation because it was generally assumed that the OFR required large-field stimuli (e.g., Barthelemy, Vanzetta, & Masson, 2006) . However, a recent study had indicated that it was possible to elicit robust OFRs at short latencies (<80 ms) by applying (horizontal) motion to a 1-D (vertical) sine-wave grating that occupied a horizontal strip only 1°or 2°high (Sheliga, FitzGibbon, & Miles, 2008) . In the present study, we report that when two overlapping gratings with competing motions were restricted to a narrow strip the associated OFRs still showed clear WTA behavior when their contrasts differed by more than an octave whether they moved in the opposite direction (the 3f5f stimulus) or the same direction (the 3f7f stimulus). When the two gratings moved in opposite directions (Experiment 1) the nonlinear interactions were very local, being eliminated when the two gratings were separated by a vertical gap of only 1°so that OFRs now approximated the sum of the responses to each grating alone. However, when the two gratings moved in the same direction (Experiment 2) more global nonlinear interactions were also evident: even with a gap of 8°-the largest separation tried-OFRs were still substantially less than predicted by the linear sum. In this latter case, we postulate the existence of two nonlinear interactions: local mutual inhibition (resulting in WTA effects) and more global divisive inhibition (resulting in normalization effects). We also report that motion inputs whose influence had been suppressed by local opponent motion were excluded from global normalization (Experiment 3), indicating that the local interactions responsible for the WTA here occur at an earlier level than the global interactions responsible for normalization.
Experiment 1:
The initial OFRs to two gratings that move in opposite directions and the effects of separating them
In this first series of experiments we used two 1-D vertical grating patterns whose horizontal luminance modulations were sinusoidal with spatial frequencies in the ratio, 3:5. Each grating pattern occupied one or more horizontal strips that each extended the full width of our display but was only a degree or two high. We recorded the initial OFRs that were elicited when the two grating patterns were subjected to horizontal apparent motion consisting of successive 1 = 4 -wavelength steps of opposite sign so that one grating moved rightwards while the other moved leftwards. There were two variables: the relative contrast and the vertical separation of the two gratings. By varying the relative contrast we sought to uncover any nonlinear interactions between the neural mechanisms responding to the motions of the two gratings, and by varying the physical separation we sought to determine the lateral (specifically, the vertical) extent of any such interactions. Several Configurations of bands were used but the outcome was always the same: the dependence of the initial OFR on the relative contrast of the two competing gratings was highly nonlinear when the gratings were superimposed-showing WTA-but approximated a linear sum when the gratings were separated by a gap of 1°or more. Thus, the nonlinear interactions were very local and largely confined to the regions directly stimulated by the gratings.
Methods
Most of the techniques were very similar to those used previously in our laboratory (Sheliga, Chen, FitzGibbon, & Miles, 2006a; Sheliga et al., 2005 Sheliga et al., , 2006b ) and, therefore, will only be described in brief here. Experimental protocols were approved by the Institutional Review Committee concerned with the use of human subjects.
Subjects
Three subjects participated: two were authors (FAM, BMS) and the third was a volunteer who was unaware of the purpose of the experiments (JKM). All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Viewing was binocular for FAM and BMS, and monocular for JKM (right eye viewing).
Visual display and the grating stimuli
The subjects sat in a dark room with their heads positioned by means of adjustable rests (for the forehead and chin) and secured in place with a head band. Visual stimuli were presented on a computer monitor (Silicon Graphics CPD G520K 21 00 CRT driven by a PC Radeon 9800 Pro video card) located straight ahead at 45.7 cm from the corneal vertex. The monitor screen was 385 mm wide and 241 mm high, with a resolution of 1920 Â 1200 pixels (40 pixels/°, directly ahead of the eyes), a vertical refresh rate of 100 Hz, and a mean luminance of 38.72 cd/m 2 . The RGB signals from the video card provided the inputs to an attenuator (Pelli, 1997) whose output was connected to the ''green" input of a video signal splitter (Black Box Corp., AC085A-R2); the three ''green" video outputs of the splitter were then connected to the RGB inputs of the monitor.
This arrangement allowed the presentation of black and white images with 11-bit greyscale resolution. Initially, a luminance look-up table with 64 equally-spaced luminance levels ranging from 0 to 77.44 cd/m 2 was created by direct luminance measurements (Minolta) under software control. This table was then expanded to 2048 equally-spaced levels by interpolation and subsequently checked for linearity (typically, r 2 > 0.99997).
The visual motion stimuli consisted of 1-D vertical gratings with sinusoidal luminance profiles that each occupied one or more horizontal strips extending the full width of the display and underwent successive 1 = 4 -wavelength shifts. The gratings had one of two spatial frequencies in the ratio 3 to 5: 0.196 cycles/°(''the 3f stimulus grating") and 0.327 cycles/°(''the 5f stimulus grating"). Note that the initial OFRs to successive 1 = 4 -wavelength steps applied to pure sinusoids show a Gaussian dependence on log spatial frequency (Sheliga et al., 2005) , and these two particular spatial frequencies were chosen because they were at symmetrical locations on either side of the peak of the Gaussian, resulting in roughly equal efficacy, i.e., they elicited equal OFRs when of equal contrast. The 1 = 4 -wavelength shifts occurred every frame (i.e., every 10 ms) for a total of 20 frames (i.e., stimulus duration was 200 ms). It is important to note that the magnitude and direction of the 1 = 4 -wavelength steps were actually defined with respect to the fundamental, f, of the 3f5f stimulus pattern, regardless of the contrast and separation of the two components. Thus, when the 1 = 4 -wavelength steps applied to the 3f5f pattern were rightward, for example, the 5f component underwent steps that were each 1 = 4 of its wavelength and in the rightward (same, forward, positive) direction whereas the 3f component underwent steps that were each 1 = 4 of its wavelength and were in the leftward (opposite, backward, negative) direction. The initial phase of a given grating was randomized from trial to trial at intervals of 1 = 4 -wavelength. In a given experimental session, the horizontal strips could have one of four Configurations: two spatial layouts (designated, A and B), each with two (''opposite") arrangements of the 3f and 5f gratings (designated, 1 and 2). In a given Configuration, one of the competing gratings always had fixed vertical location(s) and a contrast that varied from trial to trial (''location fixed, contrast various") whereas the other grating always had fixed contrast with vertical location(s) that varied from trial to trial (''location various, contrast fixed"). In Configuration A 1 , the 5f stimulus had the fixed location (a single horizontal strip 2°high at the screen center) and variable contrast (4%, 6%, 12%, 24%, or 36%), while the 3f stimulus had the fixed contrast (12%, so that the Contrast Ratio, given by 3f/5f, could be 1/3, 1/2, 1, 2, or 3) and variable location (two horizontal strips, each 1°high, located symmetrically above and below the screen center with a gap between them that could be 0°, 1°, 2°, 4°, 6°, or 10°in any given trial): see Fig. 1A . This meant that the 3f and 5f stimuli were separated by gaps of À1°, À0.5°, 0°, 1°, 2°, or 4°(referred to as the ''3f-5f gaps"). With 3f-5f gaps of À1°, the two strips of the 3f stimulus abutted the screen center forming a single strip 2°high that was coextensive with the 5f stimulus, creating a 3f5f stimulus pattern with a beat frequency, f. With 3f-5f gaps of À0.5°, the two strips of the 3f stimulus each half overlapped the 5f stimulus. With 3f-5f gaps of 0°, the two strips of the 3f stimulus each abutted the 5f stimulus, and so forth. In additional control trials, the 3f and 5f stimuli each appeared alone with the same set of contrast(s) and physical locations as when combined. In Configuration A 2 , the spatial arrangements were as in Configuration A 1 but the 3f stimuli now had the locations and contrasts previously assigned to the 5f stimuli and vice versa.
In Configuration B 1 , the 5f grating pattern had the fixed locations (two horizontal strips, each 1°high, located symmetrically above and below the screen center with a gap between themthe ''5f-5f gap"-of 10°) and variable contrast (4%, 6%, 12%, 24%, or 36%), while the 3f grating pattern had the fixed contrast (12%) and variable location (two horizontal strips, each 1°high, located symmetrically above and below the screen center with a gap between them-the ''3f-3f gap"-that could be 0°, 4°, 6°, 8°, 9°, or 10°in any given trial): see Fig. 1B . This meant that the selection of 3f-5f gaps was exactly the same as in Configuration A 1 , i.e., 4°, 2°, 1°, 0°, À0.5°, and À1°. In Configuration B 2 , the spatial arrangements were as in Configuration B 1 except that the 3f stimuli now had the locations and contrasts previously assigned to the 5f stimuli and vice versa.
A number of concerns were dealt with in control experiments, all using Configuration A 1 . The first of these was the possibility that the absolute spatial frequency of the competing stimuli might be an important factor. This was addressed in two Control Experiments (I, II) using 3f and 5f stimuli whose spatial frequencies were higher (Control Experiment I) or lower (Control Experiment II) than those in the main experiments. The second concern was the possibility that the changes in total contrast when the 3f and 5f stimuli were superimposed might exert an influence via contrast normalization (Carandini & Heeger, 1994; Carandini, Heeger, & Movshon, 1997; Heeger, 1992; Heuer & Britten, 2002) . This was addressed in Control Experiment III using 3f-5f gaps of À1°(so that the 3f and 5f gratings were coextensive and occupied a centered horizontal strip, 2°high) and a total contrast that was always 20%, which required that increases in the contrast of one grating were offset by decreases in the contrast of the other; as usual, Contrast Ratios could be 1/3, 1/2, 1, 2, or 3.
Eye-movement recording
The horizontal and vertical positions of the right eye were recorded with an electromagnetic induction technique (Robinson, 1963 ) using a scleral search coil embedded in a silastin ring (Collewijn, Van Der Mark, & Jansen, 1975) , as described by Yang, FitzGibbon, and Miles (2003) .
Procedures
All aspects of the experimental paradigms were controlled by two PCs, which communicated via Ethernet using the TCP/IP protocol. One of the PCs was running a Real-time EXperimentation software package (REX) developed by Hays, Richmond, and Optican (1982) , and provided the overall control of the experimental protocol as well as acquiring, displaying, and storing the eye-movement data. The other PC was running Matlab subroutines, utilizing the Psychophysics Toolbox extensions (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997) , and generated the visual stimuli upon receiving a start signal from the REX machine.
At the beginning of each trial, the grating patterns appeared (randomly selected from a lookup table) together with a target spot (diameter, 0.25°) at the screen center that the subject was instructed to fixate. After the subject's right eye had been positioned within 2°of the fixation target and no saccades had been detected (using an eye-velocity threshold of 18°/s) for a randomized period of 800-1100 ms the fixation target disappeared and the apparentmotion stimulus began. The motion lasted for 200 ms, at which point the screen became a uniform grey (luminance, 38.7 cd/m 2 ) marking the end of the trial. After an inter-trial interval of 500 ms a new grating pattern appeared together with a central fixation target, commencing a new trial. The subjects were asked to refrain from blinking or shifting fixation except during the intertrial intervals but were given no instructions relating to the motion stimuli. If no saccades were detected for the duration of the trial, then the data were stored on a hard disk; otherwise, the trial was aborted and subsequently repeated. Data were collected over several sessions until each condition had been repeated an adequate number of times to permit good resolution of the responses (through averaging); the actual numbers of trials will be given in the Results. In the main experiment and Control Experiments I and II, each block of trials had 82 randomly interleaved stimuli: 6 separations, 5 contrasts, and 2 directions of motion, plus 22 singlegrating controls (5 contrasts and 6 separations, each with 2 directions of motion). In Control Experiment III, each block of trials had 30 randomly interleaved stimuli: 1 separation, 5 contrasts, and 2 directions of motion, plus 20 single-grating controls (5 contrasts and 1 separation, for each stimulus and each direction of motion).
Data analysis
The horizontal and vertical eye-position data obtained during the calibration procedure were each fitted with 2nd-order polynomials which were then used to linearize the horizontal and vertical eye-position data recorded during the experiment proper. The eyeposition data were first smoothed with a 6-pole Butterworth filter (3 dB at 45 Hz) and then mean temporal profiles time-locked to stimulus onset were computed for all the data obtained for each of the stimulus conditions for each subject. By convention, OFRs in the direction of the 1 = 4 -wavelength steps applied to the 5f stimuli were in the forward direction and positive, whereas the OFRs in the direction of the 1 = 4 -wavelength steps applied to the 3f stimuli were in the backward direction and negative. Because the OFRs elicited by some stimuli could be very weak or show directional asymmetries, the mean horizontal eye position with each leftward motion stimulus was subtracted from the mean horizontal eye position with the corresponding rightward motion stimulus: the ''mean R-L eye position". Velocity responses were estimated at successive 1-ms intervals by computing the differences between the mean R-L eye positions at intervals of 10 ms. Trials with saccadic intrusions (that had failed to reach the eye-velocity threshold of 18°/s used during the experiment) were deleted. The initial horizontal OFRs were quantified by measuring the changes in the mean R-L eye position over the 70 ms time periods commencing 60 ms after the Fig. 1 . Spatial layout of the competing 3f and 5f stimuli. (A) Configuration A 1 in which the 5f grating occupied a single horizontal strip 2°high that was located always at the screen center and varied in contrast from trial to trial (''location fixed, contrast various"), whereas the 3f grating occupied two identical horizontal strips, each 1°high, located symmetrically above and below the screen center (horizontal dotted line) with a gap between them that varied from trial to trial (''3f-5f gaps", À1°to 4°) and a contrast that was fixed (''location various, contrast fixed"); Configuration A 2 (not shown) had the same spatial layout but the 3f stimuli had the locations and contrasts here assigned to the 5f stimuli and vice versa. (B) Configuration B 1 in which the 5f grating occupied two identical horizontal strips, each 1°high, located symmetrically above and below the screen center with a gap between them that was always 10°and a contrast that varied from trial to trial (''location fixed, contrast various"), whereas the 3f grating occupied two identical horizontal strips, each 1°high, located symmetrically above and below the screen center with a gap between them that varied from trial to trial (so again, ''3f-5f gaps", À1°to 4°) and a contrast that was fixed (''location various, contrast fixed"); Configuration B 2 (not shown) had the same spatial layout but the 3f stimuli had the locations and contrasts here assigned to the 5f stimuli and vice versa. onset of the motion stimuli (often referred to simply as, ''response measures" or ''measured responses"). Note that these response measures were positive when in the forward direction, which was the direction of the 1 = 4 -wavelength steps applied to the 5f stimuli, and were negative when in the backward direction, which was the direction of the 1 = 4 -wavelength steps applied to the 3f stimuli. The minimum latency of onset was $70 ms so that these response measures were restricted to the period prior to the closure of the visual feedback loop (i.e., twice the reaction time): initial openloop responses. All error bars are 1 standard deviation of the mean (SD), and the p-value for significance in all statistical tests was 0.05.
Results

General findings
The data obtained with the four stimulus Configurations were the same in all essentials, differing only slightly in some of the quantitative details. Therefore, the data set obtained with Configuration A 1 will be described in detail and the findings obtained with the other Configurations will be given only in summary form, albeit quantitatively. Fig. 2 shows sample mean R-L velocity response profiles over time obtained from one subject (JKM) using stimulus Configuration A 1 when the 3f and 5f stimuli were presented either alone ( Fig. 2A) or together ( Fig. 2B and C) , and in the latter case with 3f-5f gaps of À1° (Fig. 2B) or 4° (Fig. 2C) . The 5f stimulus-a 2°centered striphad ''location fixed, contrast various", and when presented alone elicited OFRs that were in the forward direction (positive): see the traces in continuous line in Fig. 2A . The response profiles obtained with these pure 5f stimuli showed clear increases in amplitude with increases in contrast over the range examined (4-36%, indicated by the labels at the ends of the traces in Fig.  2A ). The response measures for these data indicate a roughly linear dependence on log contrast, in accord with previous reports (Sheliga et al., 2005 (Sheliga et al., , 2006b ): see the filled black circles plotted in Fig. 3A . The 3f stimulus-two 1°strips separated by vertical gaps-had ''location various, contrast fixed", and when presented alone elicited OFRs that were in the backward direction: see the traces in dashed line in Fig. 2A . The response profiles obtained with these pure 3f stimuli showed slight increases in amplitude as the gap between the two strips increased from 0°to 10°(3f-3f gaps indicated by the labels at the ends of the traces in Fig. 2A ), a tendency that is evident in the response measures for these data: see the colored symbols plotted on the ordinate axis in Fig. 3A. 1 For the data shown in Fig. 2B , the two 1°strips comprising the 3f stimulus abutted one another at the screen center (3f-5f Fig. 2 . The initial OFRs to the competing 3f and 5f stimuli with Configuration A 1 (mean R-L eye velocity profiles over time for subject JKM). (A) Responses to pure 5f stimuli alone (black traces) with contrasts indicated at the ends of the traces, and responses to pure 3f stimuli alone (dashed traces) when separated by gaps indicated at the ends of the traces and contrasts of 12%. (B) Responses to combined 3f and 5f stimuli when coextensive (black traces; ''3f-5f gaps" = À1°) with Contrast Ratios, 3f/5f, indicated at the ends of the traces; also shown for comparison (grey traces) are the responses to pure 5f stimuli alone, when contrast was 36% and 24%, and to pure 3f stimuli alone when the ''3f-3f gap" was 0°, all as in (A). (C) Responses to combined 3f and 5f stimuli when separated by gaps of 4°(black traces) with Contrast Ratios, 3f/5f, indicated at the ends of the traces; also shown for comparison (grey traces) are the responses to pure 5f stimuli alone with a contrast of 36% and to pure 3f stimuli alone when the ''3f-3f gap" was 10°, as in (A). Horizontal dotted lines represent zero velocity. Upward deflections denote positive responses (forward direction). Each trace is the mean of 102-113 responses.
gaps, À1°) and so were coextensive with the 2°centered 5f stimulus, cf., the ''3f5f stimulus" of Sheliga et al. (2006b) . In this situation, when the contrast of the 5f stimulus was 36% or 24%, so that the contrast of the 3f stimulus (always 12%) was only 1/3 or 1/2 the contrast of the 5f stimulus, the response profiles (black traces in Fig. 2B labeled, ''1/3", ''1/2") approximated those obtained with pure 5f stimuli of the same contrasts (thick grey traces in Fig. 2B , copied from Fig. 2A : ''5f = 36%", ''5f = 24%"), i.e., the 3f stimulus was almost without effect here, as though suppressed: WTA. On the other hand, when the contrast of the 5f stimulus was 6% or 4%, so that the contrast of the 3f stimulus was two or three times the contrast of the 5f stimulus, then the response profiles (black traces in Fig. 2B : ''2", ''3") approximated that obtained with a pure 3f stimulus whose two strips had the same separation (thick grey trace in Fig. 2B , copied from Fig. 2A : ''3f-3f gap = 0°"), i.e., the 5f stimulus was now almost without effect, as though suppressed: WTA. When the contrasts of the 3f and 5f stimuli were the same (i.e., 12%), then the OFRs were intermediate between these two extremes, actually favoring the 5f stimulus somewhat (black trace in Fig. 2B : ''1"). The response measures for these black traces in Fig. 2B show a slightly sigmoidal dependence on the log contrast of the 5f stimulus (open green diamonds in Fig. 3A) , approximating the data obtained with the pure 3f stimulus alone (the open green diamond plotted on the ordinate axis in Fig. 3A ) when the 5f stimulus had low contrast, and approximating the data obtained with the corresponding pure 5f stimulus alone (filled black circles in Fig. 3A ) when the 5f stimulus had high contrast. Such highly nonlinear behavior-whereby one of the two components of the 3f5f stimulus dominates the OFR in a WTA fashion when its contrast exceeds that of the other component by an octave or more-is very similar to that previously described when overlapping large-field 3f5f stimuli were used (Sheliga et al., 2006b ).
The only difference between the stimuli used to obtain the data in Figs. 2B and C was the 3f-5f gaps: in Fig. 2B these gaps were À1°( so that the competing 3f and 5f stimuli were coextensive), whereas in Fig. 2C these gaps were 4°(so that the competing stimuli were vertically separated by gaps of 4°). The introduction of a gap between the competing stimuli had a major impact, the most obvious in Fig. 2C being that the OFRs were no longer dominated by the 5f stimulus when its contrast exceeded that of the 3f stimulus (compare the black traces labeled, ''1/3" and ''1/2", with the grey trace labeled, ''5f = 36%", copied from Fig. 2A ) nor by the 3f stimulus when its contrast was twice that of the 5f stimulus (compare the black trace labeled, ''2", with the grey trace labeled, ''3f-3f gap = 10°"). The response measures based on the black traces in Fig. 2C are plotted as filled blue circles in Fig. 3A and indicate a roughly linear dependence on the log contrast of the 5f stimulus with a slope only slightly greater than that for the data obtained with the pure 5f stimuli alone (black circles in Fig. 3A ). In fact, when the competing 3f and 5f stimuli are separated by a gap of 4°the responses approximate the linear sum of the responses to these stimuli when each is presented alone (indicated in Fig. 3A by the dashed blue line). Note that the OFR to a pure 5f stimulus of 4% contrast was quite small, so that when this stimulus was combined with the 3f stimulus then the responses predicted by the WTA and Linear-Sum models were very similar. In fact, the distinction between the WTA and Linear-Sum models is best seen when the 5f stimulus has high efficacy, i.e., high contrast (P24%). It is also apparent from Fig. 3A that when the 3f-5f gaps were 2°o r 1°(filled grey diamonds, filled orange squares) the initial OFRs almost overlay those when the gaps were 4°and, again, are close to the linear sum of the responses to the pure 3f and pure 5f stimuli when each was presented alone (grey and orange dashed lines). The data obtained with the intermediate 3f-5f gaps, À0.5°and 0°( open red squares and open magenta circles in Fig. 3A) , are clearly The initial OFRs to the 3f and 5f stimuli. (A) Dependence on the contrast of the 5f stimulus with various ''3f-5f gaps" with Configuration A 1 (mean R-L response measures for subject JKM); plot shows the OFRs elicited by: (1) pure 5f stimuli alone (black circles); (2) combined 3f and 5f stimuli, when the contrast of the 5f component was varied systematically while the contrast of the 3f component was fixed and the ''3f-5f gaps" were À1°(open green diamonds), À0.5°(open red squares), 0°(open magenta circles), 1°(filled orange squares), 2°(filled grey diamonds), and 4°(filled blue circles); (3) pure 3f stimuli alone with the same contrasts and locations as when combined with the 5f stimuli (symbols plotted on the ordinate axis, color coded as for the data obtained with the combined 3f and 5f stimuli); also shown is the linear sum of the responses to the pure 5f and 3f stimuli when each was presented alone for each of the ''3f-5f gaps" (thin dashed lines, color coded as for the data obtained with the combined 3f and 5f stimuli); the Contrast Ratios, 3f/5f, when the 3f and 5f stimuli were combined are also indicated above the abscissas; positive responses are in the forward direction; 102-113 trials per condition and SD's ranged 0.017-0.026°. (B) Dependence of the Response Ratio (given by Expression 1) on the Contrast Ratio, 3f/5f, for various ''3f-5f gaps"; data from (A) are replotted with the same color coding; continuous smooth curves are best-fit Cumulative Gaussian functions. (C) Dependence of the Response Ratio on the Contrast Ratio, 3f/5f, for various ''3f-5f gaps": standard deviations of the best-fit Gaussian functions; data for all three subjects, JKM (circles; 102-151 trials per condition), BMS (diamonds; 83-135 trials per condition), and FAM (squares; 96-120 trials per condition), obtained with all four stimulus Configurations:
transitional between the slightly sigmoidal dependency when the competing stimuli were superimposed and the linear-log dependency when the competing stimuli were separated by gaps of 1°o r more. Importantly, the data from the other two subjects were very similar in all essentials, and this will become apparent from the quantitative analyses described later.
The clear suggestion here is that the OFRs to the competing 3f and 5f stimuli showed the robust WTA behavior previously described by Sheliga et al. (2006b) only when the competing stimuli were superimposed, and approximated a simple linear sum when the competing stimuli were separated by a gap of 1°or more. We will now examine the case for these two different summation behaviors quantitatively.
Evidence for nonlinear interactions when the competing stimuli were superimposed
We first examined the nonlinear behavior more closely by computing the Response Ratio of Sheliga et al. (2006b) . The Response Ratio when the competing stimuli have a particular separation is given by the following expression:
where R 3f5f is the measured response to the competing sine waves when the 3f and 5f stimuli have particular contrast values, and R 3f and R 5f are the measured responses to the pure 3f and 5f stimuli when each is presented alone with matching contrast. To the extent that the response to the competing stimuli is determined exclusively by the 5f component (i.e., R 3f5f % R 5f ), the value of the numerator in Expression 1 will approach the value of the denominator and the Response Ratio will therefore approach unity. To the extent that the response to the competing stimuli is determined exclusively by the 3f component (i.e., R 3f5f % R 3f ), the value of the numerator in Expression 1 will approach zero and the Response Ratio will therefore also approach zero. In Fig. 3B , the data from Fig. 3A have been replotted (with the same symbols and colors) to show the Response Ratio as a function of the Contrast Ratio (on a log scale), where the latter is given by the contrast of the 3f stimulus divided by the contrast of the 5f stimulus. It is evident that the curves in Fig. 3B range from highly sigmoidal when the two stimuli were superimposed (open green diamonds) to a straight line when the competing stimuli were separated by gaps of 4°(filled blue circles). Thus, if the competing stimuli were superimposed (open green diamonds), Response Ratios asymptoted near zero when the Contrast Ratio was >2 and near unity when the Contrast Ratio was <0.5. If the competing stimuli were physically separated, the Response Ratios failed to asymptote within the range of Contrast Ratios examined and, as the separation between the competing stimuli increased the dependence on (log) Contrast Ratio became less steep and increasingly linear. To obtain a quantitative estimate of the sharpness of the transitions in Fig. 3B -and hence of the strength of any nonlinear interactions-the data set obtained with each 3f-5f gap was fitted with a Cumulative Gaussian function using a least squares criterion (and forcing the asymptotes through ''0" and ''1"): see the smooth colored lines in Fig. 3B . Significantly, every one of the 72 data sets obtained (three subjects, six 3f-5f gaps, four Configurations) was well fit by the Cumulative Gaussian function, the r 2 values averaging 0.974 (range, 0.920-0.998). In Fig. 3C , the standard deviations (SDs) of these best-fit Cumulative Gaussians are plotted against the 3f-5f gaps the data sets obtained from each of the three subjects being indicated by a different symbol and the data sets obtained with each of the 4 stimulus Configurations being indicated by a different color. Clearly, the SDs were generally smallest-indicating that the Cumulative Gaussian curves were most sigmoidal-when the competing stimuli were superimposed (3f-5f gaps, À1°), and increased as the competing stimuli were separated. Much of the scatter when the 3f-5f gaps are P1°arises because the SD of the Cumulative Gaussian was always somewhat higher for subject BMS than for the other two subjects. Table 1 summarizes these findings, listing the mean data for the three subjects for each of the 3f-5f gaps with each stimulus Configuration, together with the overall means, and further emphasizes that the data obtained with the four stimulus Configurations all show the same general tendencies. Significantly, when the competing stimuli were superimposed, the SD of the Cumulative Gaussian, averaged across subjects and Configurations, was 0.17 log units, which is very similar to the value of 0.15 log units in the study of Sheliga et al. (2006b) , which used overlapping large-field 3f5f stimuli and the same three subjects.
To obtain an estimate of the potential biological significance of these nonlinear interactions we determined how different the contrasts of the two competing stimuli had to be for the one of lower contrast to effectively lose its influence. For this we used the parameters of the best-fit Cumulative Gaussian functions to determine a Transition Zone (cf., Sheliga et al., 2006b ), which we defined as the range of Contrast Ratios over which the Response Ratio changed from 0.05 to 0.95: see the ''5%" and ''95%" listings in Table  1 . When the competing stimuli were coextensive, the mean Transition Zone (averaged across subjects and Configurations) extended from 0.65 to 2.30, indicating that, on average, a 1.9-fold difference in contrast sufficed for the stimulus with the lower contrast to almost totally lose its influence.
2 When the competing stimuli were separated, the required difference in contrast before one lost its influence increased substantially, e.g., when separated by a gap of 1°, on average, a 25-fold difference in contrast was required.
Evidence for linear summation when the competing stimuli were spatially separated
The possibility that the OFRs obtained when the competing stimuli were separated by a gap were given by the simple linear sum of the OFRs obtained when each of the competing stimuli was presented alone was examined quantitatively. If the linear sum were to explain the data then, in Fig. 3A for example, the contrast dependence of the OFRs to the competing stimuli with a given separation (colored symbols) would simply parallel the contrast dependence of the OFRs to the pure 5f stimuli (black symbols) with a vertical separation given by the OFR to the matching pure 3f stimulus (plotted on the ordinate axis). Using a least squares criterion, the contrast-dependence data obtained with the pure 5f stimuli were fitted to the contrast-dependence data obtained with the competing stimuli separated by each of the various gaps, allowing one free parameter: vertical offset. In Fig. 4A , the r 2 values for these fits are plotted against the 3f-5f gaps, using the same symbols and color codes as in Fig. 3C . It is evident from Fig. 4A that, regardless of the stimulus Configuration, with separations of 1°or more, the r 2 values generally exceeded 0.9 (35/36 cases), indicating that the fits here were very good. Thus, when the 3f-5f gaps were 1°or more, the major effect of introducing the competing stimulus with ''location variable, contrast fixed" (such as the 3f stimuli in Fig. 3A ) was a simple vertical shift of the entire contrast-dependence curve with little change in its shape. In Fig. 4B , the absolute magnitude of the vertical offsets that gave the best fits (labeled, ''Actual offset") are plotted against the absolute magnitude of the measured responses to the single gratings of ''location variable, contrast fixed" (labeled, ''Offset Predicted by Linear Summation") for the data sets obtained when the 3f-5f gap was 1°or more. Data consistent with the LinearSum model should be distributed along the unity-slope line in Fig.  4B , and such a tendency is clearly apparent. In fact, a paired t-test failed to indicate any significant difference between the ''actual" and the ''predicted" vertical offsets for two subjects (FAM, square symbols; JKM, circular symbols). The data of the third subject (BMS, diamond symbols) were consistently above the unity-slope line, on average by 12.5% (range, 8.3-18.3%), and a paired t-test indicated that this was significant. Thus, in this subject, when there were competing stimuli, the one with the fixed contrast . The initial OFRs to the combined 3f and 5f stimuli: the Linear Sum prediction (data for all three subjects using all four stimulus Configurations). The contrastdependence data obtained with the pure stimuli designated as ''location fixed, contrast variable" (such as the 5f data shown in black symbols in Fig. 3A) were fitted to the contrast-dependence data obtained with the competing 3f and 5f stimuli when separated by each of the various gaps (such as the data sets each plotted in a given color in Offsets") plotted against the absolute vertical offsets predicted by linear summation (given by the responses to the stimulus designated as ''location variable, contrast fixed", such as the 3f data plotted on the ordinate axis in Fig. 3A) ; plot restricted to the data sets obtained when the 3f-5f separation was 1°or more. Configurations (colors) and subjects (symbols) as for Fig. 3C .
consistently contributed a little more (and/or the one with the variable contrast contributed a little less) than expected from the linear sum. It is also evident from Fig. 4A that when the gaps separating the competing stimuli were less than 1°, the r 2 values were always less than 0.9, sometimes appreciably less, consistent with the sigmoidal tendency apparent in these data from the SDs of the best-fit Cumulative Gaussian functions plotted in Fig. 3C and listed in Table  1 .
Control Experiments I and II: Effects of increasing or decreasing the spatial frequency
The 3f and 5f stimuli used in all of the experiments described above were always of roughly equal efficacy (i.e., they generated initial OFRs of similar magnitude when of the same contrast) because their spatial frequencies were symmetrically distributed on either side of the peak of the Gaussian function describing the dependence of the OFR on spatial frequency (Sheliga et al., 2005) . Additional data were obtained with stimulus Configuration A 1 using 3f and 5f stimuli whose spatial frequencies were either higher or lower than those in the main experiments, and hence, were of unequal efficacy. The contrasts of the gratings were exactly as in the main experiment. Sample response measures for one subject (BMS) are shown in Fig. 5 , those obtained with spatial frequencies that were three times the usual (Control Experiment I: 5f stimuli, 0.981 cycles/°; 3f stimuli, 0.588 cycles/°) being plotted in Fig. 5A , and those obtained with spatial frequencies that were one-third the usual (Control Experiment II: 5f stimuli, 0.109 cycles/°; 3f stimuli, 0.065 cycles/°) being plotted in Fig. 5B . These two graphs have the same layout as that in Fig. 3A , and show clear similarities: contrast dependence was still sigmoidal (consistent with WTA) when the competing 3f and 5f stimuli were superimposed (open green diamonds) and was roughly linear-log (consistent with linear sum) when the competing stimuli were separated by gaps of 1°o r more (filled orange squares, filled grey diamonds, filled blue circles). However, when the separation of the competing stimuli was of intermediate size-3f-5f gaps of À0.5°and 0°-the curves tended towards sigmoidal when the spatial frequency was low (Fig. 5B ) and towards linear-log when the spatial frequency was high (Fig.  5A ). This suggests that the spatial extent of the nonlinear interactions responsible for the WTA behavior was a little greater with the lower spatial frequencies. Similar data (not shown) were obtained from two additional subjects, JKM and FAM. 3 In order to quantify these effects, we exploited the fact that the response measures showing the greatest sensitivity to the sigmoidal/linear form of the dependence on log contrast-and to the shift from WTA to linear summation with increasing 3f-5f gaps-were those obtained when the 5f stimuli had their highest contrast (36%), and we used this subset of response measures to compute a SUM:WTA Ratio using the following expression:
where R 5f is the measured response to the pure 5f stimulus when presented alone with a contrast of 36%; R 3f5f is the measured response to the competing 3f and 5f stimuli presented with a given separation when the 5f stimulus had a contrast of 36%; R 3f is the measured response to the pure 3f stimulus when presented alone (contrast always 12%) and positioned exactly as when competing with the 5f stimulus. If a pure WTA situation prevails then the response to the competing stimuli is determined exclusively by the higher-contrast 5f stimulus (i.e., R 3f5f = R 5f ), in which case the value of the numerator in Expression 2-and of the SUM:WTA Ratio-will be zero. If a pure linear sum situation prevails then the response to The initial OFRs to the 3f and 5f stimuli with Configuration A 1 when spatial frequencies were three times higher (Control Experiment I) or lower (Control Experiment II) than in the main Experiment. (A and B) Mean R-L response measures for subject BMS obtained with high (A) and low (B) spatial frequency stimuli: dependence on the contrast of the 5f stimulus with various ''3f-5f gaps"; plots show the OFRs elicited by: (1) pure 5f stimuli alone (black circles); (2) combined 3f and 5f stimuli, when the contrast of the 5f component was varied systematically while the contrast of the 3f component was fixed at 12% and the ''3f-5f gaps" were À1°(open green diamonds), À0.5°( open red squares), 0°(open magenta circles), 1°(filled orange squares), 2°(filled grey diamonds), and 4°(filled blue circles); (3) pure 3f stimuli alone with the same contrasts and locations as when combined with the 5f stimuli (symbols plotted on the ordinate axis, color coded as for the data obtained with the combined 3f and 5f stimuli); other conventions as in Fig. 3A ; there were 80-90 trials per condition and SD's ranged 0.011-0.021°. (C) The SUM:WTA Ratio, given by Expression 2, based on the data obtained when the 5f stimulus had its highest contrast (36%), plotted as a function of the ''3f-5f gaps", when the spatial frequency was high (open magenta circles) and low (open cyan squares): means ± SD for three subjects.
the competing stimuli will deviate from the response to the 5f stimulus alone by an amount that equals the response to the pure 3f stimulus alone (i.e., R 5f À R 3f5f = R 3f ), and the SUM:WTA Ratio will be unity. Fig. 5C shows the dependence of the SUM:WTA Ratio on the 3f-5f gaps using the high-spatial-frequency stimuli (open red circles), and the low-spatial-frequency stimuli (open blue squares). The plotted data are the means for the three subjects and indicate that, with intermediate separations, the high-spatial-frequency data are shifted more towards the linear sum than are the low-spatial-frequency data. Student's t-test failed to uncover any significant differences between the low-and high-frequency data for any one separation, but when the data for adjacent separations were pooled then the differences were significant for the combined data obtained with 3f-5f gaps of 0°and 1°.
2.2.5. Control Experiment III: Competing stimuli with constant total contrast Experiment 1 employed two sine waves with competing motions and examined the OFRs as the contrast of one sine wave was changed while the contrast of the other was held constant. This meant that when the two sine waves were superimposed there were changes in the overall contrast of the 3f5f pattern, raising the possibility that contrast normalization might have been involved. Indeed, this might have been responsible for some part of the shift from WTA to linear summation when the competing stimuli were separated. We addressed this issue using Configurations A 1 and A 2 with 3f-5f gaps of À1°(i.e., competing stimuli superimposed) and 3f and 5f stimuli whose total contrast was always 20%, which required that increases in the contrast of one were offset by decreases in the contrast of the other. The 3f and 5f stimuli could have one of 5 Contrast Ratios (given by the contrast of the 3f stimulus divided by the contrast of the 5f stimulus) selected randomly from a lookup table: 1/3, 1/2, 1, 2, and 3.
The data obtained with the constant-total-contrast stimuli were very similar in all essentials to those obtained in the main experiment. Thus, for all three subjects, plots of the Response Ratio against the Contrast Ratio were well fit by Cumulative Gaussians (mean r 2 = 0.980 ± 0.005) whose mean SD was 0.20 ± 0.01 log units, which was not significantly different from that in the main Experiment with 3f-5f gaps of À1°(t-test).
Discussion of Experiment 1
Using large-field stimuli, Sheliga et al. (2006b) showed that when two coextensive sine-wave gratings of the same orientation but differing in spatial frequency (in the ratio 3:5) moved in opposite directions, the resulting OFR depended critically on the relative contrasts of those two sine waves, and this dependence was highly nonlinear. Thus, when the competing stimuli differed in contrast by more than a certain factor then the one with the higher contrast dominated the initial OFR and the one with the lower contrast effectively lost its influence as though suppressed: WTA. On average, a 1.9-fold difference in contrast resulted in Response Ratios that were <0.05 or >0.95. In the present study, we also used two competing gratings with spatial frequencies in the ratio 3:5 moving in opposite directions and, although each was confined to narrow horizontal strips, the outcome was very similar when the two gratings were superimposed, even quantitatively: again, on average, a 1.9-fold difference in their contrasts was sufficient for the grating of lower contrast to effectively lose its influence. Scrutiny of Table 1 indicates that the data were similar for all four stimulus Configurations, indicating that the exact locations of the 3f and 5f stimuli with respect to the fovea, which was near the center of the display, were of secondary importance. In these experiments the actual spatial frequencies used were chosen so that, in isolation, the two sine-wave stimuli had roughly equal efficacy when of equal contrast (because they straddled the peak in the spatialfrequency tuning curve). However, when the spatial frequencies of the two gratings were increased (decreased), as in Control Experiments I and II, the lateral spread of the nonlinear interactions decreased (increased) slightly.
In their experiments with large-field 3f5f stimuli-in which the competing sine waves were always superimposed- Sheliga et al. (2006b) addressed the possibility that the nonlinear interactions reflected contrast normalization due to the changes in total contrast by using 3f5f stimuli of constant total contrast so that increases in the contrast of one component were always balanced by decreases in the contrast of the other component. This had minimal impact on their findings, which continued to show robust nonlinear dependence on the Contrast Ratio, and the same was apparent from Control Experiment III in the present study when the 3f and 5f stimuli occupied coextensive narrow bands and their total contrast was always fixed at 20%.
The Contrast-Weighted-Average model
The study of Sheliga et al. (2006b) , which used large-field 3f5f stimuli, reported contrast-dependence curves with roughly sigmoidal shapes very similar to those in Fig. 3A that were obtained when the 3f and 5f gratings were superimposed, and showed that these were well fitted by a simple Contrast-Weighted-Average (CWA) model with only two free parameters:
ðC 3f Þ n 3f þ ðC 5f Þ n 5fR 5f ð3Þ whereR 3f 5f is the simulated OFR to a 3f5f stimulus whose components have contrasts of C 3f and C 5f , respectively;R 3f andR 5f are the measured OFRs to pure 3f and 5f stimuli, respectively, with contrasts of C 3f and C 5f , respectively; n 3f and n 5f are two free parameters that determine the steepness of the sigmoidal transitions. This CWA model provided an excellent fit to all of the contrastdependence data obtained with our 3f5f stimuli (such as those in Fig. 3A ) regardless of the 3f-5f gaps: for all fits, r 2 > 0.9. Table 2 lists the mean best-fit values of the exponents, n 3f and n 5f , averaged across subjects and Configurations, for each separation of the competing stimuli, together with the mean r 2 values for the fits. It is evident that the two exponents show very similar dependence on the 3f-5f gaps, declining steeply in value as the gaps change from À1°t o +1°to reach an asymptote that averaged 0.8. These exponents provide an estimate of the strengths of the nonlinear interaction between the neural channels conveying the information about the two sine-wave gratings, and were generally greatest when the 3f-5f gaps were À1°, with mean values of 4.64 (n 3f ) and 4.24 (n 5f ), which are very close to the values obtained by Sheliga et al. (2006b) with the same three subjects using large-field 3f5f stimuli: 4.48 (n 3f ) and 4.70 (n 5f ).
4 Table 2 Dependence of the response measures (change in mean R-L eye position) on the contrast of the 5f component of the 3f5f stimuli: parameters of the least squares bestfit Contrast-Weighted-Average (CWA) model given by Eq. (3) 3f-5f gaps n 3f n 5f r 2 À1 Values are averaged across all four Configurations and all three subjects.
4 These values from the study of Sheliga et al. (2006b) are means for the data they obtained when the contrast of the 5f component was fixed at 8% and 16%; that study did not use the 12% contrast employed in the present study.
The local mutual inhibition model
Like previous authors who used competing motions and described WTA performance, we attribute the nonlinear behavior to mutual inhibition between the neural channels carrying the information about the two competing stimuli (Ferrera, 2000; Ferrera & Lisberger, 1995; Ferrera & Lisberger, 1997; Kodaka, Sheliga, FitzGibbon, & Miles, 2007; Recanzone & Wurtz, 1999; Sheliga et al., 2006b ). The exponents in the CWA model provide an index of the strength of this inhibition. Our finding that separating the competing stimuli by a gap of 1°or more essentially eliminated the nonlinear interactions (Figs. 3-5 , and Tables 1 and 2) indicates that the postulated mutual inhibition would have to be very local. The spatial extent of the nonlinear interaction was somewhat sensitive to the spatial frequencies of the competing sine waves. Thus, on average, in Fig. 5C the separation required to eliminate the nonlinear interaction decreased to 0°when the spatial frequencies were increased 3-fold and increased to between 2°a nd 4°when the spatial frequencies were reduced to one-third or one-half. This might simply reflect the fact that lower spatial frequencies tend to activate neurons with larger receptive fields (and vice versa).
Competing motions in opposite directions: Other studies
The existence of strong mutual inhibition between channels subserving opposite directions of motion, which is often termed ''motion opponency", has considerable supporting evidence from psychophysical studies (Levinson & Sekuler, 1975; Mather & Moulden, 1983; Qian, Andersen, & Adelson, 1994; Stromeyer, Kronauer, Madsen, & Klein, 1984; van Santen & Sperling, 1984; Zemany, Stromeyer, Chaparro, & Kronauer, 1998) and single unit recordings in the monkey, mostly in area MT of (Bradley, Qian, & Andersen, 1995; Mikami, Newsome, & Wurtz, 1986; Rodman & Albright, 1987; Rust, 2004; Rust, Mante, Simoncelli, & Movshon, 2006; Snowden, Treue, Erickson, & Andersen, 1991) , but also in area V1 (Rust, 2004; Rust, Schwartz, Movshon, & Simoncelli, 2005) , and the nucleus of the optic tract in the pretectum and the dorsal terminal nucleus of the accessory optic tract (Hoffmann & Distler, 1989) . Functional magnetic resonance imaging in humans uncovered strong motion opponency in the human MT complex (Heeger, Boynton, Demb, Seidemann, & Newsome, 1999) , which is thought to be homologous to areas MT, MST and FST in the monkey (Tootell & Taylor, 1995; Zeki, Watson, Lueck, Friston, Kennard & Frackowiak, 1991) . Indeed, Heeger et al. (1999) also used multiunit electrophysiology to demonstrate similar motion opponency in macaque MT and MST using stimuli like those in their human study. The various neurophysiological studies are of particular interest because monkeys have been shown to be a good animal model for the human OFR and there is strong evidence that MST-a recipient of major inputs from MT (Maunsell & van Essen, 1983; Ungerleider & Desimone, 1986 )-has a major role in the genesis of the OFR in the monkey (Inoue, Takemura, Kawano, Kitama, & Miles, 1998; Kawano, Inoue, Takemura, Kodaka, & Miles, 2000; Kawano, Shidara, Watanabe, & Yamane, 1994; Miles, 1998; Takemura, Inoue, & Kawano, 2002; Takemura, Murata, Kawano, & Miles, 2007) . Furthermore, a recent study on monkeys (Matsuura, Miura, Tabata, Kawano, & Miles, 2008 ) used large-field 3f5f and 3f7f stimuli to elicit OFRs and reported nonlinear dependencies on the relative contrasts of the competing stimuli that resulted in WTA behaviors very similar to those reported for humans (Sheliga et al., 2006b) .
Although most electrophysiological studies demonstrating motion opponency used coextensive competing motions, Snowden et al. (1991) showed that the suppression of MT neuronal responses to preferred motion by antipreferred motion was also apparent when the competing motions occupied alternate parallel bands (i.e., were immediately adjacent rather than superimposed), cf., the low-spatial-frequency data in Fig. 5C . In addition, showed that when random-dot patterns were used this suppression by antipreferred motion was particularly strong only when the competing dots were closely paired (''locally balanced"), strongly suggesting that the suppression was mostly local. In support of this, the study of Rust (2004) included some experiments in which the competing motions were confined to two small patches and showed that the antipreferred suppression in MT neurons was much stronger when the patches were superimposed than when they occupied separate regions of the MT receptive fields.
The local nonlinear interactions that we have demonstrated with OFRs using competing motions with opposite directions might utilize the local motion opponency mechanisms described by and Rust (2004) in MT. However, it is quite possible that MT inherits its motion opponency from V1, as suggested by Rust (2004) , 5 and this would be consistent with the findings in a recent study of the Radial Flow Vergence Response (RFVR), another oculomotor response that, like the OFR, can be elicited at ultra-short latencies by large-field visual stimuli (Kodaka et al., 2007) . The RFVR and the OFR generate very different kinds of eye movement (vergence vs. version) and depend on very different patterns of global optic flow (radial vs. linear), yet this recent study of Kodaka et al. (2007) indicates that the local spatiotemporal properties of these two reflexesincluding their dependence on contrast, spatial frequency and an inter-stimulus interval, as well as their nonlinear responses to competing large-field motions-are almost identical (Gellman, Carl, & Miles, 1990; Sheliga et al., 2006a Sheliga et al., , 2006b , as though the two reflexes were mediated by the same low-level, local-motion detectors. In fact, there is strong evidence that the RFVR-as well as the OFR-is mediated by MST (Takemura et al., 2007) , and Kodaka et al. (2007) suggested that the local spatiotemporal properties of the MST neurons mediating the RFVR and the OFR directly reflect the local motion energy computed by V1 direction-selective complex cells that are known to project to MT (Movshon & Newsome, 1996) . We now suggest that those same V1 neurons are also responsible for the nonlinear interactions that were apparent in the present study when the OFR was confronted with local competing motions that were in opposite directions and coextensive.
Experiment 2: The initial OFRs to two gratings that move in the same direction and the effects of separating them
We now describe experiments that used visual stimuli with physical layouts similar to those in Experiment 1 but the competing gratings had spatial frequencies in the ratio 3:7 and moved in 1 = 4 -wavelength steps that were always in the same direction. We report that when the competing gratings were superimposed the associated OFRs again generally showed clear nonlinear dependence on the relative contrasts of the two gratings, which again included WTA behavior very similar to that described by Sheliga et al. (2006b) who used large-field 3f7f stimuli and who attributed this behavior to mutual inhibition between the neural pathways processing the competing motion signals. However, nonlinear interactions were still evident-as a less-than-linear sum-even when the competing gratings were separated by a gap of 8°(the largest gap used) and these were attributed to divisive normalization.
Methods
Most of the methods and procedures were identical to those used in Experiment 1, and only those that were different will be described here.
Visual display and the grating stimuli
The visual stimuli were exactly like those in Experiment 1 except that the competing gratings had spatial frequencies in the ratio 3:7 instead of 3:5. Thus, in a given experimental session, the horizontal strips could have one of four spatial Configurations: two spatial layouts (designated, A and B) with two arrangements of the 3f and 7f gratings (designated, 1 and 2). Again, the two gratings had roughly equal efficacy because their spatial frequencies occupied symmetrical locations on either side of the peak of the Gaussian spatial-frequency tuning curve: 0.165 cycles/°(''the 3f stimulus") and 0.385 cycles/°(''the 7f stimulus"). The successive 1 = 4 -wavelength shifts used to generate the apparent motion of the 3f and 7f stimuli always had the same sign. Using the same convention as in Experiment 1, the magnitude and direction of the 1 = 4 -wavelength steps were actually defined with respect to the fundamental, f, of the 3f7f stimulus pattern, regardless of the contrast and separation of the two components. Thus, when the 1 = 4 -wavelength steps applied to the 3f7f pattern were rightward, for example, the 3f and 7f components both underwent steps that were 1 = 4 of their respective wavelengths in the leftward (opposite, backward, negative) direction. The Contrast Ratio (3f/7f) could be 1/3, 1/2, 1, 2, or 3, and was achieved by varying the contrast of one grating while the contrast of the other was fixed at either 12% (subjects FAM and JKM), or 4% (subject BMS in Configuration A 1 ) or 8% (subject BMS in Configurations A 2 , B 1 , B 2 ). The 3f-7f gaps (defined like the 3f-5f gaps) were À1°, 0°, 2°, 4°, 6°or 8°with Configuration A 1 and A 2 , and À1°, À0.5°, 0°, 1°, 2°or 4°with Configuration B 1 and B 2 . In additional control trials the 3f and 7f stimuli each appeared singly, occupying exactly the same physical locations and having the same contrast(s) as when combined.
As in Experiment 1, we were concerned that the changes in total contrast when the competing stimuli were superimposed might exert an influence via contrast normalization. This was addressed in Control Experiment IV using Configuration A 1 with 3f-7f gaps of À1°so that the two competing stimuli occupied a centered horizontal strip, 2°high, whose total contrast was always 20%. As usual, Contrast Ratios (3f/7f) could be 1/3, 1/2, 1, 2, or 3.
Procedures
The procedures in the main experiment were as in Experiment 1. The procedures in Control Experiment IV were as for Control Experiment III.
Results
General findings
The data obtained with the four stimulus Configurations were again very similar in all essentials, so that once more only the data set obtained with Configuration A 1 will be described in detail and the data obtained with the other Configurations will be given only in (quantitative) summary form. Sample data obtained from one subject (JKM) in the main experiment with Configuration A 1 are shown in Fig. 6A , in which the usual response measures are plotted against the contrast of the 7f stimuli on a logarithmic abscissa (cf., Fig. 3A ). As expected, the OFRs to the 3f and 7f stimuli, whether presented singly or together, were all in the backward direction; hence, the associated response measures were negative in our sign convention. The OFRs to the pure 3f stimuli alone (when located at various positions matching those used when the 3f stimuli were combined with the 7f stimuli) resembled those obtained in Experiment 1, though showing little tendency to increase with eccentricity: see the colored symbols plotted on the ordinate axes in Fig.  6A . The initial OFRs to the pure 7f stimuli alone showed a roughly linear dependence on log contrast: see the black circles in Fig. 6A . When the 3f and 7f stimuli were combined with 3f-7f gaps of À1°so that the two gratings were superimposed (''the 3f7f stimulus"), the dependence on the contrast of the 7f component was very nonlinear (open green diamonds in Fig. 6A ): when the Contrast Ratio, given by the contrast of the 3f stimulus divided by the contrast of the 7f stimulus, was high or low (e.g., 3 or 1/3), the OFRs showed WTA behavior, approximating the responses to the pure 3f stimulus in the first case and the responses to the pure 7f stimulus in the second; when the Contrast Ratio was 1, the OFRs were roughly comparable whether the two stimuli were presented singly or together, i.e., close to the vector average of the responses to the two stimuli when presented singly (thin colored dashed lines). Vertically separating the 3f and 7f stimulus strips had a relatively minor impact, evident in Fig. 6A as a modest downward shift in the contrast-dependence curves, which were markedly less steep than-and well short of-those predicted by the linear sum (thin colored lines). This downward shift showed very little dependence on the 3f-7f gaps over the range 0°(open red squares) to 8°(filled grey diamonds). Again, the data from the other two subjects were very similar in all essentials, and this will become apparent from the quantitative analyses described below.
It was not possible to further characterize the data obtained with the 3f and 7f stimuli by computing a Response Ratio like that used in Experiment 1 because the differences between the OFRs to the pure 3f and 7f stimuli were relatively small, rendering this Ratio extremely sensitive to noise (cf., Sheliga et al., 2006b ). Instead, we again computed a SUM:WTA Ratio, this time from the data obtained with each of the 3f-7f gaps when the Contrast Ratio (3f/7f) was at its lowest value (1/3) because the difference between the WTA and linear sum predictions was at its greatest here. For this we used a modified version of Expression 2:
where R 7f is the measured response to the pure 7f stimulus when presented alone with a contrast of 36%; R 3f7f is the measured response to the competing 3f and 7f stimuli presented with a given separation when the 7f stimulus had a contrast of 36%; R 3f is the measured response to the pure 3f stimulus when presented alone (contrast always 12%) and positioned exactly as when competing with the 7f stimulus. As indicated earlier, a SUM:WTA Ratio of zero signifies a pure WTA situation and a SUM:WTA Ratio of unity signifies a pure linear sum situation. The data plotted in Fig. 6B in filled symbols show the dependence of the mean SUM:WTA Ratio on the gap separating the competing 3f and 7f stimuli for all three subjects using all four stimulus Configurations (symbols and colors as for Figs. 3C and 4A ). These data clearly indicate that a robust WTA situation prevailed when the two stimuli were superimposed (mean SUM:WTA Ratio was À0.03 ± 0.09 when the 3f-7f gaps were À1°) and that vertically separating the two sine-wave stimuli caused a small shift away from this behavior in the direction of the linear sum. For comparison purposes, we also used Expression 2 to compute SUM:WTA Ratios from the data obtained in Experiment 1 when the Contrast Ratio (3f/5f) was at its lowest value (1/3), and these data are shown in Fig. 6B in open symbols. It is now evident that there was no overlap between the two data sets with gaps of 1°or more, the mean SUM:WTA Ratio over this range being 0.98 ± 0.15 in Experiment 1 and only 0.14 ± 0.09 in Experiment 2.
Control Experiment IV: Coextensive competing stimuli with constant total contrast
The data obtained when the 3f and 7f stimuli were superimposed and their total contrast was held constant at 20% were very similar in all essentials to those obtained in the main Experiment 2. Thus, when the Contrast Ratio (3f/7f) was 1/3, the mean SUM:WTA Ratio for the three subjects was À0.03 ± 0.11, which was not significantly different from that in the main Experiment when the competing stimuli were superimposed (t-test).
Discussion of Experiment 2
Experiment 2 showed that when two 1-D sine-wave gratings with spatial frequencies in the ratio 3:7 were confined to narrow coextensive strips and moved in 1 = 4 -wavelength steps in the same direction they elicited OFRs that showed clear nonlinear dependence on the relative contrasts of the two gratings, including WTA behavior very similar to that described by Sheliga et al. (2006b) who used large-field 3f7f stimuli. When the 3f and 7f gratings were spatially separated, however, the responses were still substantially less than the sum of the responses to the component stimuli even with the largest separation (3f-7f gaps, 8°), a dramatic departure from the situation in Experiment 1. We suggest that this less-than-linear sum reflects response normalization, which we recently invoked in another study of the initial OFR that used a related methodology (Sheliga et al., 2008) . This other study recorded the horizontal OFRs when successive 1 = 4 -wavelength steps were applied to a 1-D vertical sine-wave grating that could occupy the full monitor screen (45°wide, 30°high) or a number of horizontal strips, each 1°high and extending the full width of the display. These strips were always equally spaced vertically, and we examined the effect of increasing their number. Surprisingly, even a single (centered) strip (covering 3.3% of the screen) elicited robust OFRs, and 3 strips (10% coverage) were sufficient to elicit the maximum OFR. 6 Further increasing the number of strips to 15 (50% coverage) had little impact, i.e., responses had asymptoted. In a second experiment, the contrast of the gratings could be fixed at one of four levels: the OFR showed essentially the same pattern of dependence on the number of strips at any given contrast but, significantly, the lower the contrast, the lower the level at which the response asymptoted. This indicated that the asymptote was not due simply to the passive achievement of some intrinsic upper limit in the magnitude of the eye movement or the underlying motion signals (''ceiling effect"). Rather, this asymptote was seen as the result of an active process consistent with the normalization attributed to global divisive inhibition among cortical neurons (Britten & Heuer, 1999; Carandini & Heeger, 1994; Carandini et al., 1997; Heeger, 1992; Heuer & Britten, 2002; Simoncelli & Heeger, 1998) . Synaptic depression, whereby synaptic inputs become weaker with repetition, can give rise to local divisive rescaling (Abbott, Varela, Sen, & Nelson, 1997) but we think it unlikely to be responsible for the global effects that we are describing in the present experiment: if the inputs are non-overlapping then adaptation to one cannot influence the responsiveness to the other. We characterized the nonlinearities in the data from Experiment 2 quantitatively using a reduced version of the Generalized Nonlinear Summation (GNS) model of Britten and Heuer (1999) , who had used it to characterize the responses of MT neurons to Fig. 6 . The initial OFRs to the 3f and 7f stimuli. (A) Dependence on the contrast of the 7f stimulus with various ''3f-7f gaps" with Configuration A 1 (mean R-L response measures for subject JKM); plot shows the OFRs elicited by: (1) pure 7f stimuli alone (filled black circles); (2) combined 3f and 7f stimuli, when the contrast of the 7f component was varied systematically while the contrast of the 3f component was fixed and the ''3f-7f gaps" were À1°(open green diamonds), 0°(open red squares), 2°(open magenta circles), 4°(filled orange squares), 6°(filled grey diamonds), and 8°(filled blue circles); (3) pure 3f stimuli alone with the same contrasts and locations as when combined with the 7f stimuli (symbols plotted on the ordinate axis, color coded as for the data obtained with the combined 3f and 7f stimuli); also shown is the linear sum (thin continuous lines) and the vector average (thin dashed lines) of the responses to the pure 7f and the pure 3f stimuli when each was presented alone for each of the ''3f-7f gaps" (color coded as for the data obtained with the combined 3f and 7f stimuli); the Contrast Ratios, 3f/7f, of the combined 3f and 7f stimuli are also indicated above the abscissas; all responses are negative, i.e., in the backward direction; 65-76 trials per condition and SD's ranged 0.019-0.032°. (B) The initial OFRs to the combined 3f and 7f stimuli and to the combined 3f and 5f stimuli: Linear Sum, Normalization and WTA (data for all subjects, Configurations and separations coded as in Figs. 3C and 4A) ; the SUM:WTA Ratios for the 3f-7f data (when the Contrast Ratios, 3f/7f, were at their lowest values, 1/3), given by Expression 4, are plotted as a function of the ''3f-7f gaps" (filled symbols); for subject JKM, 65-109 trials per condition; for subject BMS, 56-119 trials per condition; for subject FAM, 107-120 trials per condition; also shown for comparison are the SUM:WTA Ratios for the 3f-5f data from Experiment 1 (when the Contrast Ratios, 3f/5f, were at their lowest values, 1/3), given by Expression 2, and plotted as a function of the ''3f-5f gaps" (open symbols).
two stimuli moving in the same direction. The version of this model that we used is given by the following:
where,R 3f 7f is the simulated OFR to the combined 3f and 7f stimuli; R 3f andR 7f are the measured OFRs to pure 3f and 7f stimuli, respectively; n is an exponent that determines the curvature of the summation surface and is the only free parameter. The model of Britten and Heuer (1999) also included a scale factor but we chose to exclude this additional free parameter because its inclusion had only a minor effect, and significantly improved the fits in only 6/72 cases. Britten and Heuer's data indicated a range of summation behaviors among MT neurons, with the value of n ranging from near unity, indicating a simple linear sum, to more than 8, which indicated WTA behavior. However, for most of their neurons, n had intermediate values indicating a less-than-linear sum consistent with response normalization. The reduced GNS model given by Eq. (5) provided a good fit to most of the data obtained in Experiment 2 regardless of the separation of the two gratings. This is evident from Table 3 , which lists the mean values of the least squares best-fit exponent, n, for the three subjects for each of the 3f-7f gaps and each of the four Configurations, together with the r 2 values. The value of n was generally greatest when the competing stimuli were superimposed (3f-7f gaps, À1°), with an overall mean value of 25.4 ± 57.0 and a range of 2.5-205.8 (mean r 2 = 0.876 ± 0.134) generally signifying robust WTA behavior. Interestingly, these exponents were appreciably greater for the data obtained with Configurations A 1 and A 2 than for the data obtained with Configurations B 1 and B 2 . When the competing motions were non-overlapping, n was generally appreciably smaller and showed only slight dependence on the 3f-7f gaps, with mean values of 4.3 ± 1.1 when these gaps were 0°and 2.7 ± 0.4 when these gaps were 8°, signifying a less-than-linear sum (normalization). This last value of n is essentially the same as the median value of n that Britten and Heuer (1999) reported for MT neurons using widely separated stimulus pairs (2.72). We postulate that when the two gratings generating the OFR are moving in the same direction there are two kinds of nonlinear interaction between the neural mechanisms responding to the two motions. The first is local mutual inhibition, which we postulate gives rise to the WTA behavior when the two stimuli are coextensive and differ in contrast by an octave or more. The second is global divisive inhibition, which we postulate is responsible for the less-than-linear sum when the two stimuli are physically separated (response normalization).
Experiment 3:
Evidence that the interactions resulting in WTA behavior with opponent motion occur at an earlier stage of neural processing than the interactions resulting in normalization
The purpose of Experiment 3 was to determine if the local interactions responsible for WTA behavior with opponent motion occur at an earlier or later stage of neural processing than the more global interactions responsible for normalization. We again used 3f and 5f stimuli as in Experiment 1 but the strips were arranged differently: see Fig. 7A . The 3f stimulus occupied three spatially separated strips that always moved together in the same direction: one was central (''the c3f stimulus") and the other two were symmetrically distributed above and below this one at a peripheral location (''the p3f stimulus"). The 5f stimulus occupied a single strip that was coextensive with the c3f stimulus (and hence was referred to as ''the c5f stimulus") but had a 3-fold higher contrast. Based on the findings in Experiments 1 and 2, the neural responses to the p3f and c5f stimuli-being distant and opponent-would not be expected to show any interaction, i.e., their combined response should be a simple linear sum. The neural responses to the p3f and c3f stimuli-being distant and in the same direction-would be expected to show interaction in the form of divisive normalization. Finally, the neural responses to the c3f and c5f stimuli-being coextensive and opponent with a 3-fold difference in contrast-would be expected to show powerful interactions resulting in WTA behavior strongly favoring the c5f component. However, the critical thing here is that the net impact of the c5f stimulus would be expected to depend on whether the interactions responsible for the WTA behavior occur at an earlier and/or later stage of processing than those responsible for normalization.
The block diagram in Fig. 7B illustrates the rationale behind the experiment and shows only the minimal elements that are relevant to the stimulus arrangement actually used. There are three input channels with oriented spatiotemporal filters like those in striate cortex (e.g., De Valois, Cottaris, Mahon, Elfar, & Wilson, 2000) that independently sense the motions of the p3f, c3f and c5f strips. In the block diagram, the two p3f strips are collapsed into one for simplicity, and the c3f and c5f stimuli, which overlapped, are depicted side by side for clarity. The interactions between the channels sensing the p3f and c3f stimuli that are postulated to be responsible for their less-than-linear sum (normalization) are based on the model of Simoncelli and Heeger (1998) , which posits a global summation of the signals encoding a given direction of motion with distributed divisive inhibition via feedforward connections. A feedback arrangement like that proposed by Heeger (1992) would suffice equally well and a recent study on MT suggests that the normalization might involve the product of the local responses rather than their sum (Heuer & Britten, 2002 ) but such details would not alter the interpretation of the present experiments. The interactions between the channels sensing the overlapping c3f and c5f stimuli that are postulated to be responsible for the nonlinear dependence on their relative contrasts (WTA) are modeled as local mutual inhibition and we consider two possible Loci, labeled I and II in Fig. 7B . If the postulated mutual inhibition were to occur exclusively at Locus I (i.e., prior to normalization), the c5f stimulus should suppress any response to the (lower contrast) c3f stimulus in WTA fashion and the outcome should be as though the c3f stimulus was not present. In this event, the net response when all three stimuli are presented should approximate the sum of the responses to the pure c5f stimulus and the pure p3f stimulus when each is presented singly. If the interactions responsible for WTA behavior were to occur exclusively at Locus II (i.e., after the normalization), then the channels sensing the c3f and p3f stimuli should first interact via the divisive inhibition so that the c5f stimulus should suppress only the normalized response to the c3f stimulus. In this event, the net response to all three stimuli should approximate the sum of the responses to the pure c5f stimulus when presented alone and the normalized response to the p3f stimulus. Of course, there is also the possibility that interactions occur at both Loci. The recorded data were consistent with WTA interactions at Locus 1, though the possibility that there were additional interactions downstream at Locus II that had been rendered ineffective in our experiments by the prior interactions upstream at Locus I could not be ruled out.
Methods
Visual display and the grating stimuli
The visual stimuli again consisted of two 1-D vertical gratings with sinusoidal luminance profiles that each occupied one or more horizontal strips extending the full width of the display (Fig. 7A ). The two gratings had spatial frequencies in the ratio 3:5 and underwent 1 = 4 -wavelength shifts of opposite sign, cf., Experiment 1. The 3f stimuli had two parts: a peripheral part (the ''p3f stimulus") consisting of two identical horizontal strips, each 1°wide, lo- Fig. 7 . Concerning the question of whether the interactions responsible for WTA behavior occur before and/or after those responsible for Normalization. (A) Spatial layout of the competing 3f and 5f stimuli used in Experiment 3; the 3f stimulus occupied three spatially separated strips that always moved together: one central (''the c3f stimulus") and the other two peripheral (''the p3f stimulus"); the 5f stimulus occupied a single strip that was coextensive with the c3f stimulus but had a 3-fold higher contrast (termed ''the c5f stimulus"); the spatial locations of all stimulus strips and the contrast of the c3f strip were fixed throughout the experiment while the contrast of the p3f strips was varied from trial to trial. (B) A block diagram showing the global divisive inhibition postulated to be responsible for Normalization of the responses to the separated p3f and c3f stimuli (feedforward arrangement), and the local mutual inhibition postulated to permit the higher-contrast c5f stimulus to suppress the responses to the coextensive, opponent c3f stimulus in WTA fashion; the two p3f stimuli are collapsed into one channel; three input channels use oriented spatiotemporal filters to sense the motion of the p3f, c3f and c5f strips; the postulated mutual inhibition can be located upstream (Locus I) and/or downstream (Locus II) of the divisive normalization.
cated symmetrically above and below the screen center with a gap between them (the ''p3f-p3f gap") that was always 10°, and a central part (the ''c3f stimulus") consisting of a single horizontal band, 2°wide, located always at the screen center. The 5f stimulus was a single horizontal band, 2°wide, that always exactly overlapped the c3f stimulus (and was referred to as the ''c5f stimulus" to emphasize its location). Thus, the locations of each of the strips remained the same throughout the experiment so that the p3f-c5f gaps (and the p3f-c3f gaps) were always 4°. The contrast of the c5f stimulus was fixed (at 36% in JKM and FAM, and at 24% in BMS) and was always three times that of the c3f stimulus, which was therefore also fixed (at 12% in JKM and FAM, and at 8% in BMS) . The contrast of the p3f stimulus varied from trial to trial (4%, 8%, 16% and 32% for JKM and FAM; 3%, 6%, 12% and 24% for BMS). In additional control trials, the p3f, c3f and c5f stimuli were each presented singly with the same locations and contrast(s) as when combined.
Procedures
Each block of trials had 30 randomly interleaved stimuli: 1 separation, 4 contrasts, and 2 directions of motion for c5f + c3f + p3f and c3f + p3f, plus c5f + c3f in 2 directions, plus 12 single-grating controls (4 contrasts and 1 separation, for each stimulus and each direction of motion).
Results
The response measures obtained in Experiment 3 are plotted in Fig. 8 as a function of the contrast of the p3f stimulus and all three subjects showed a very similar pattern of results. As expected from Experiments 1 and 2, the responses to the c3f stimulus alone (open blue circles on the ordinate axes, labeled R[c3f]) and to the p3f stimuli alone (filled black circles, labeled R[p3f]) were always in the backward direction (negative) and the latter showed a roughly linear dependence on log contrast with only slight leveling off at higher contrast levels. When these c3f and p3f stimuli were combined (filled blue squares, labeled R[c3f + p3f]) responses were generally less than the sum of their responses when presented singly, especially when the p3f stimuli were of higher contrast: see the continuous grey lines in Fig. 8 labeled ''R[c3f] + R[p3f]". This is consistent with the less-than-linear sum seen in Experiment 2 and attributed to divisive normalization. When the c5f stimulus was now also combined with these c3f and p3f stimuli, the data were all shifted in the forward (positive) direction (filled green diamonds, labeled R[c5f + c3f + p3f]), and were well predicted by summing the responses to the pure p3f stimuli (filled black circles, R[p3f]) and the pure c5f stimulus (open red triangles on the ordinate axis, labeled R[c5f]) when each was presented alone (mean r 2 = 0.979 ± 0.013): see the dotted grey lines in Fig. 8, labeled ''R[c5f] + R[p3f]". It was as though the c3f stimulus was not present, i.e., the coextensive and opponent c5f stimulus with the 3-fold higher contrast had totally suppressed all effects of the c3f stimulus (WTA). Not surprisingly, when the c5f stimulus was combined with only the c3f stimulus, the response (open green diamond on the ordinate axis, labeled ''R[c5f + c3f]") approximated that to the c5f stimulus alone, cf., Experiment 1.
Discussion of Experiment 3
This experiment examined the OFRs to three motion stimuli (p3f, c3f, and c5f), which were organized in accordance with the findings in Experiments 1 and 2 so that the responses to one pairing (p3f, c5f), being distant and opponent, would show no interactions (pure summation), those to another pairing (p3f, c3f), being distant and in the same direction, would show interactions resulting in a less-than-linear sum (normalization), and those to another pairing (c3f, c5f), being opponent and coextensive with a 3-fold difference in contrast, would show interactions that resulted in WTA behavior. Fig. 8 indicates that when all three stimuli were Fig. 8 . The initial OFRs to the 3f and 5f stimuli when arranged as in Fig. 7A : dependence on the contrast of the p3f stimulus (mean R-L response measures for each of three subjects). Plots show the OFRs elicited by: (1) the pure p3f stimulus alone (filled black circles, R[p3f]); (2) the c3f and p3f stimuli combined, when the contrast of the p3f component was varied systematically from trial to trial while the contrast of the c3f component was fixed (filled blue squares, R[c3f + p3f]); (3) the c5f, c3f, and p3f stimuli combined, while the contrast of the p3f component was varied systematically from trial to trial and the contrasts of the c5f and c3f stimuli were fixed with a Contrast Ratio, c5f/c3f, of three (filled green diamonds, R[c5f + c3f combined, the outcome was relatively straightforward: the OFR could be predicted by merely summing the responses to the c5f and p3f stimuli when each was presented singly, as though the c3f stimulus simply was not present, a presumed casualty of the WTA interaction with the higher-contrast c5f stimulus. This is consistent with the idea that the interactions responsible for the WTA outcome occurred at Locus I in the block diagram in Fig. 7B . However, in this event, even if there had been additional interactions downstream at Locus II the latter would have been rendered ineffective because the c3f signals had already been fully suppressed upstream at Locus I. A further critical question is: ''How different would the outcome have been if the WTA interactions had been located exclusively at Locus II?" In this event, the suppressive effect of the c5f stimulus would have removed only the normalized response to the c3f stimulus, i.e., the responses when all three stimuli were combined would be given by the sum of the response to the c5f stimulus alone and the normalized response to the p3f stimulus:
R½c5f þ ðR½p3f Â NormalizationÞ ð 6Þ
The impact of the normalization is indicated by the grey shaded areas in Fig. 8 , which highlight the differences between the responses when the c3f and p3f stimuli were combined and the sum of the responses when the these stimuli were presented singly, so that the Normalization factor in Expression 6 is given by
The values of the Normalization factor were computed and the outcomes predicted by WTA interactions exclusively at Locus II, based on Expression 6, are plotted in dash-dot grey lines in Fig. 8 . These predictions clearly deviate substantially from the recorded responses shown in filled green diamonds: mean r 2 = 0.442 ± 0.268 for the least squares best fits. We conclude that the local interactions responsible for the WTA behavior with overlapping opponent stimuli in our experiments occurred at an earlier stage of processing than the global interactions responsible for normalization-though we concede that we cannot rule out additional interactions downstream at Locus II: in our scheme in Fig. 7B , any interactions at Locus II are without effect if there are powerful interactions upstream at Locus I. However, if the contrast of the c5f stimulus exceeds that of the c3f stimulus by a smaller margin than we have considered, then the interactions at Locus I would be expected to result in only partial suppression of the c3f signals, in which event, interactions at Locus II would now be effective. In such a situation, the signals reaching Locus II would favor the c5f stimulus much more than those reaching Locus I, increasing the likelihood that the c3f (normalized) signals would be totally extinguished at Locus II.
It is known that MST is critical for ocular following (Takemura et al., 2007) and, if the neural pathways mediating the OFR are organized like those of another short-latency oculomotor response, the DVR (Takemura, Inoue, Kawano, Quaia, & Miles, 2001) , then MST is the sensorimotor interface, with the sensory input (motion) encoded in the single unit activity and the motor response (OFR) encoded in the population activity. We suggest that the WTA behavior originates early in the dorsal pathway to MST, perhaps as early as V1, whereas the normalization originates at one or more later stages, perhaps as late as MT or even MST. Interestingly, the global normalization described by Britten and Heuer (1999) in MT neurons extended well beyond the classical receptive field centers, and this is also a feature of the model in Fig. 7B , although the receptive field centers depicted here are like those of direction selective neurons in striate cortex (De Valois et al., 2000) . Of course, receptive fields with large excitatory centers like those in MT (Van Essen, Maunsell, & Bixby, 1981) could be achieved by simply pooling multiple outputs like those in the model in Fig. 7B . Such ''model MT neurons" would display both the less-than-linear summation (normalization) described by Britten and Heuer (1999) and the nonlinear dependence on relative contrast (WTA) described by Rust (2004) in real MT neurons. A recent review also argued that the RFVR and the OFR acquire their (very different) global summation properties at the level of MT/MST, where some neurons respond to radial and others to linear optic flow, and acquire their (very similar) local spatiotemporal characteristics from a common earlier stage, the striate cortex, where the neurons extract the local motion energy (Miles & Sheliga, 2008) .
We attempted to determine if the interactions responsible for WTA behavior with motions in the same direction, like those demonstrated in Experiment 2, also occurred at an earlier and/or later stage of neural processing than those responsible for normalization. For this, the high-contrast c5f stimulus in Fig 7A was simply replaced with a high-contrast c7f stimulus. A pilot study on two subjects indicated that the responses when all three stimuli were combined were the same as when only the p3f and c7f stimuli were present, as though the c3f stimulus was totally without effect. However, this was the case whether the c3f and c7f stimuli were coextensive (so that the c3f pathway was subject to both divisive normalization and WTA suppression) or were separated by a gap of 1°(so that the c3f pathway was subject to divisive normalization only). Thus, the impact of the c7f channel on transmission in the c3f channel due to divisive normalization was comparable with that due to WTA suppression. This meant that it was not possible to distinguish between interactions at Loci I and II with this paradigm.
General discussion
It has been suggested that the OFR helps the moving observer to stabilize his/her eyes with respect to the stationary visual surroundings. Earlier work uncovered a number of properties (e.g., sensitivity to viewing distance, binocular disparity and motion parallax) which suggested that the initial OFR was organized to respond selectively to the patterns of optic flow associated with translational disturbances of the observer, particularly the observer who looks off to one side: see Miles (1998) and Miles, Busettini, Masson, and Yang (2004) for review. It was argued that the OFR normally works in tandem with the translational vestibulo-ocular reflex (TVOR) to stabilize the moving observer's gaze on the object(s) in or-more realistically-near the plane of fixation (Busettini, Miles, Schwarz, & Carl, 1994; Masson, Busettini, Yang, & Miles, 2001; . Under normal viewing conditions, the moving observer can be confronted with multiple objects with a variety of sizes, forms, textures, and luminances, distributed at various locations in 3-D space. The initial, open-loop, OFR resolves all of the associated stimulus motion vectors into one motor response vector, operating in a very machine-like way and responding before the observer can even be aware that the image of the stimulus has moved on his/her retina: all of the available evidence indicates that the initial OFR relies on low-level visual processing without the benefit of any top-down influences (for recent review, see Miles & Sheliga, in press ). Presumably, the initial OFR represents the brain's best guess as to which tracking eye movement best serves the observer's interest before he/she has had time to analyze the situation in detail and exert any top-down influence via the longer-latency smooth pursuit mechanism (Miles & Busettini, 1992) .
Some functional considerations
A major functional consequence of the WTA interactions is that the initial OFR will tend to discriminate in favor of those moving images that have the higher contrast. This can be thought of as a rather primitive bottom-up, image-selection process that suppresses the influence of low-contrast signals and so provides some noise immunity. However, there can be many different high-contrast moving images distributed across the visual field at any given moment, each benefitting from the local WTA interactions. The present study indicates that the subsequent neural summation of these spatially distributed motion signals (including those where the differences in contrast were insufficient for WTA to prevail) can be linear (if opponent, for example) or less-than-linear (if in the same direction, for example).
Linear summation with spatially distributed opponent motions
The translating observer who stabilizes his/her gaze on objects in the middle ground experiences opponent motion as the images of objects in front and behind the plane of stabilization move in opposite directions (Miles et al., 2004) . If the plane of stabilization is close to the plane of fixation, it would be appropriate that these opponent motions tend to simply cancel one another-even if less than perfectly-because each operates to move gaze with respect to the plane of stabilization/fixation. A recent study that used largefield stimuli (Sheliga et al., 2006b) argued that the interactions responsible for WTA behavior would mean that objects in the plane of fixation would tend to be preferred over objects in other depth planes: because of accommodation, the retinal images of objects in the plane of fixation tend to be better focused-and hence tend to have higher contrasts-than those of objects in other depth planes. This would help to reduce the impact of the blurred (i.e., low contrast) images of foreground objects that must often sweep across the images of objects in the plane of fixation during observer translation. On the other hand, the present study would seem to impose a severe restriction on this supposed benefit of the WTA mechanism: because the latter is only local it would not attenuate the influence of opponent motions of lower contrast that are spatially separated from those in the plane of fixation. At such locations the system must rely on the (presumably, less than perfect) opponent cancellation mentioned above, though other studies have shown that the OFR is also relatively insensitive to the opponent motion of images that have binocular disparity and so emanate from objects outside the plane of fixation (Masson et al., 2001; .
Less-than-linear summation (normalization) with motions in the same direction
The OFR operates as a negative-feedback control system. Increasing the forward loop gain of such a system can result in overshoot and instability, and decreasing the gain can result in sluggish dynamics and undershoot. Thus, it is possible to identify an optimal range within which the gain is high enough to initiate responses with brisk dynamics but not so high as to cause instability. There is good evidence that the OFR is subject to long-term, adaptive gain control that is visually mediated, consistent with the idea that its gain is tuned to some optimal value (Miles & Kawano, 1986) . If an increase in the areal extent of the motion stimulus in the vicinity of the plane of fixation/stabilization were to increase the input signal driving the OFR, it would have the same effect as raising the forward loop gain, potentially destabilizing the system. Ideally, the responses of an ocular tracking mechanism to motion of a given speed and direction should be relatively insensitive to visual attributes of the moving images such as their spatial extent and we recently published a study indicating that, indeed, this is the case for the OFR (Sheliga et al., 2008) . As mentioned earlier, in that study we used a visual stimulus that was broken up into a number of equally spaced horizontal bands each 1°wide and we reported that the initial horizontal OFRs were independent of the number of bands-and, therefore, also independent of the total area of the stimulus-over a 5-fold range, an effect we attributed to divisive normalization. The less-than-linear sum seen in Experiments 2 and 3 is consistent with this global normalization and, we now postulate, helps to keep the OFR gain within optimal limits in the face of changes in stimulus size. Of course, any negativefeedback control system driven by visual inputs might be expected to benefit from such normalization.
5.2. The likely benefits of having the interactions that can result in WTA behavior located upstream of the interactions responsible for normalization?
Insofar as divisive normalization works to reduce the overall population activity it would work to reduce individual differences in the activity levels within the normalized pool of neurons. Thus, differences in activity due to differences in contrast, for example, would be reduced by normalization and, hence, the ability of WTA mechanisms to discriminate between competing motions on the basis of relative contrast/activity would be reduced by normalization. Clearly, WTA mechanisms should be more effective prior to normalization. Further, if normalization is to keep the effective gain of the OFR within some optimal range in the face of variations in the size and/or location of the moving images, for example, then the normalization pool(s) should incorporate the total visual input driving the OFR. In addition, in order to avoid any influence from irrelevant inputs the normalization pool should be restricted to the sensory inputs driving the OFR. We postulate that these two requirements could be met if the normalization pool(s) for the OFR inputs were located in MST, where all the motion signals necessary for the OFR are thought to be assembled.
